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Abstract: Ultradeformable vesicles are highly deformable (elastic/flexible) liposomes made of phospholipids plus highly mobile hydrophilic detergents capable of penetrating the intact skin across the stratum corneum and reaching the viable epidermis. Ultradeformable vesicles are more effective than conventional liposomes in delivering drugs into and across the mammalian skin, and these have been tested for local delivery of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents against musculoskeletal–articular disorders such as osteoarthritis, to treat atopic dermatitis, to deliver anti-infective drugs against epithelial infections, and to avoid the first-pass effect of oral antihypertensive drugs. Currently, a single ultradeformable vesicle anti-inflammatory formulation has reached Phase III clinical trials, but no commercial product based on this technology is yet available.
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Introduction

The three principal targets for topical and transdermal drug delivery are the skin surface, the skin itself (epidermis or dermis), and the subcutaneous tissue or systemic circulation. The skin surface is a target for disinfectants, insect repellents, or cosmetics. Targeting the various layers of the skin becomes relevant when the disease state presents within the organ itself, eg, neoplasias, inflammatory disorders, and microbial infections. In this case, the topical route provides direct accessibility to the targets located a few microns under the surface, enabling increased biological potency and prolonged effect, thereby reducing therapeutic dosage and the risk of adverse events as compared with parenteral administration. Transdermal or percutaneous delivery, in which the subcutaneous tissue or systemic circulation is the principal target, is an alternative to systemic and oral routes of administration. The transdermal route offers numerous advantages relative to the oral route, including avoidance of degradation by the harsh gastrointestinal (GI) medium, avoidance of systemic first-pass metabolism, and high patient compliance.

The epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin, having thickness ranging from 50 μm in the eyelids to 200 μm in the sole and palms. It is a stratified squamous epithelium composed of – from the surface to the inner layers – the stratum corneum (SC, horny layer), stratum granulosum (granular cell layer), stratum spinosum (spiny or prickle cell layer), and stratum basale (basal or germinativum cell layer, mainly dividing and nondividing keratinocytes, which are attached to the basement membrane by hemidesmosomes). In addition, the stratum lucidum is a thin layer of translucent cells seen in the thick epidermis. It represents a transition from the stratum granulosum and...
SC and is not usually seen in the thin epidermis. Together, the stratum spinosum and stratum basale are sometimes referred to as the Malpighian layer. Moreover, 90% of the epidermal cells are keratinocytes, 1% Langerhans cells, and the remaining are melanocytes and Merkel cells (basal layer).2 The SC presents a dry thickness of 10–15 µm and comprises 15–20 corneocyte (flattened, elongated, dead cells) layers rich in keratin joined together by desmosomes and embedded in a nonphospholipid lipid matrix (ceramides, fatty acids, cholesterol, cholesterol sulfate, and sterol/wax esters, arranged in multiple bilayers called lamellae). The corneocyte layer can absorb three times its weight in water but if its water content drops to <10%, it no longer remains pliable and cracks. The movement of epidermal cells to this layer usually takes approximately 28 days and is known as the epidermal transit time. Only small and hydrophobic molecules can penetrate the SC because the penetration of molecules with molecular weight (MW) >500 Da is impaired at this level.3 The barrier properties of the SC have been assigned to the multiple lipid bilayers residing in the intercellular space. These bilayers prevent desiccation of the underlying tissues by inhibiting water loss and limiting the penetration of substances from the external environment. Consequently, there has been a concerted effort to investigate and develop novel strategies to maximize the amount of drugs crossing this layer. One of the most attractive strategies developed to penetrate the SC is the use of soft matter–based particulate drug delivery systems, in particular nanosized drug delivery systems.

The most popular soft matter–based nanosized drug delivery systems are the liposomes, first described in 1964 by Bangham and Horne.4 Liposomes are closed micro- or nanovesicles having one or multiple phospholipid bilayers, formed in an excess of water. Engineering advances led to long blood circulation lifetime and high drug payload liposomes, allowed industrial production under good manufacturing practices conditions, and increased liposomal shelf life. As a consequence, ten liposomal therapeutic products and vaccines were released in the global market, and 23 liposomal formulations are in Phase II and Phase III clinical trials.3,6 Upon being loaded in liposomes, a drug’s pharmacokinetics and biodistribution are modified, and a reduction of its adverse effects is achieved. Therefore, intravenously administered liposomes are mainly used for antitumoral drug delivery.5 Liposomes are also used for topical drug delivery, but once on the SC surface, liposomes have been observed to act as drug depots without entering the SC. Accessing deeper epithelial layers, without the aid of permeation enhancers, has been enabled by tuning the elastomechanical properties of liposomal bilayers. At the beginning of the 1990s, the pioneering work of Gregor Cevc produced the so-called ultradeformable vesicles (UDVs, known as Transfersomes®). The elastic energy barrier for the bilayer surface fluctuations on the UDV has been estimated to be one to two orders of magnitude lower than that for conventional liposomes.7 Transfersomes could efficiently penetrate the SC instead of stacking on the first corneocyte layer.8 Up to now, however, neither Transfersomes nor any other highly deformable vesicle has been unquestionably shown to penetrate beyond the SC in intact form.9 A recent review shows the relative advantages (compared with conventional nondeformable liposomal formulations) of UDVs in the treatment of musculoskeletal diseases such as osteoarthritis and skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, and nonmelanoma skin cancer.10 Today, the problem of accessing deeper epidermal layers without entering the dermis or reaching the systemic circulation remains unsolved. Probably, solely increasing bilayer deformability is insufficient and a more specifically tailored liposomal bilayer, combined with specific drugs and dosage regimens, is required. In the past 2 years, new analytical tools have allowed distinguishing the true pathways followed by drugs and liposomes across the skin. More sophisticated interpretations of the bilayer mechanics have rendered a more realistic picture of the fate and therapeutic potential of UDV. In this review, we discuss the several mechanisms proposed to explain UDV penetration and provide an update on new preclinical uses of UDL for topical and transdermal drug delivery.

**Ultradeformable vesicles**

UDVs are nearly 100 nm in diameter and are highly deformable (a synonym for elasticity/flexibility) unilamellar vesicles (Figure 1). The first generation of UDVs was made of phospholipids combined with edge activators (EAs). EAs are single-chain surfactants of high radius of curvature and mobility.11 In a typical 85:15 (w/w) phospholipids/EA UDV formulation, the EA proportion is close to that required for membrane solubilization, so that the lipid bilayers are destabilized and their deformability is increased. Common EAs are sodium cholate, sodium deoxycholate, Span 80, Tween 20, Twean 80, and dipotassium glycyrrhizinate. The second generation of Transfersomes was made of at least one bilayer-forming lipid, typically phosphatidylcholine having fluid acyl chains, and at least two more polar lipophilic substances, eg, one surfactant and one surfactant-mimicking drug.12,13 Two other types of UDVs are the
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Methods of preparation and characterization of UDVs

UDVs are made of phosphatidylcholine plus pharmaceutically acceptable EA. Tailoring an efficient UDV formulation implies finding the adequate EA type and phospholipid:EA ratio, the starting amount of drugs with suitable physicochemical properties, and the appropriate preparation method. These parameters influence the resulting size, zeta (Z) potential, drug-to-lipid ratio and encapsulation efficiency, elasticity, skin permeation and deposition, and stability.

UDVs can be prepared by the same methods as conventional liposomes such as the film hydration method, solvent injection method, and reverse evaporation technique. Briefly, in the first method, given amounts of phospholipids and EAs are dissolved in organic solvent and are dried (by evaporation or by spray drying/lyophilization). The resulting lipid film is hydrated in a suitable aqueous buffer under agitation at a temperature nearly 10°C above the transition temperature. Multilamellar vesicles in the micrometer-size range are thereafter formed. Hydrophilic drugs dissolved in the hydration medium are trapped in the inner aqueous space. Hydrophobic drugs, which are mixed with lipids in the organic solvent in the first step of preparation, partition into lipid bilayers. The size and lamellarity of the vesicles are reduced by mechanical methods, such as extrusion, sonication, and high-pressure homogenization.
Typically, the solvent injection method involves the very slow injection of an ethanolic solution of lipids into an aqueous phase, resulting in the formation of unilamellar vesicles. Liposomes obtained in this manner display a well-defined size distribution and high encapsulation efficiency; residual ethanol is then removed by repeated dialysis steps against distilled water.\textsuperscript{19}

Reverse phase evaporation involves the formation of an inverse aqueous phase stabilized by phospholipids in an organic solvent such as diethyl ether and isopropyl ether. Subsequent removal of the organic solvent results in unilamellar liposomes with high encapsulation efficiency.\textsuperscript{19}

High-pressure homogenization and the solvent injection method are used for liposome preparation on an industrial scale.

Similar to conventional liposomes, the UDV structure depends on four important features: size, zeta potential, lipid concentration, and drug content. Particle mean size, size distribution, and polydispersity are the three most important parameters measured by dynamic light scattering. Microscopic techniques such as transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy are complementary methods used to determine the morphology and vesicles’ lamellarity. Zeta potential is usually measured by phase analysis light scattering and gives information about colloidal stability. Lipids and drug quantification can be performed by spectrophotometric or chromatographic (high-performance liquid chromatography) techniques. Parameters such as drug-to-lipid ratio and encapsulation efficiency are therefore calculated.

In contrast to conventional liposomes, a full structural characterization of UDVs requires determination of their elasticity. Elasticity can be calculated by two methods based on different principles: Van den Bergh method\textsuperscript{14} (rendering a deformability value $D$), and the Young’s modulus ($E$).

$D$ is a parameter inversely proportional to $E$ and is calculated as $D = J \left( \frac{rv}{rp} \right)^2$, where $J$ is the rate of penetration of vesicles through a permeability barrier, $rv$ is the size of vesicles measured after extrusion, and $rp$ is the pore size of the barrier. To measure $J$, vesicles are extruded through two stacked 50 nm ($rp$) membranes at 0.8 MPa. The extruded volume of vesicles is collected every minute for 15 minutes, phospholipids are quantified in each fraction, and $J$ is calculated as the area under the curve (AUC) of the plot of phospholipids recovered as a function of time. Conventional liposomes would clog up the pores and the extrudate would not contain liposomes. In contrast, UDVs were shown to be able to pass through the pores, suggesting that the latter had flexible membranes. Remarkably, $D$ is inversely proportional to the size of vesicles after crossing the pores. The resulting $D$ is therefore a relative, not an absolute, parameter. As such, it is useful for comparing deformability of different liposomal formulations and to determine whether or not the partitioning of (mostly hydrophobic) drugs into the lipid bilayer would modify the $D$ value.

The Young’s modulus ($E$) or longitudinal elastic modulus is the ratio between the increased tension applied by traction (in the zone of elastic behavior of the material) ($\sigma$) and the resultant increased relative deformation ($\delta$) ($E$: $\frac{\sigma}{\delta}$). $E$ is a measure of a material’s rigidity: the higher the Young’s modulus, the stiffer is the material. $D$ and $E$, thus, are inversely related.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a well-suited technique for studying the structural features of liposomes. It enables the simultaneous analysis of the shape and mechanical properties of the bilayers in the nanoscale. The technique allows picking up surface topographical images with a space resolution close to 1 Å and force versus distance curves with a detection limit close to $10^{-12}$ N. Young’s modulus can be obtained from AFM force curves by fitting data with an adequate model of contact. The most popular is the Hertz model:\textsuperscript{20} $F = 2E \cdot \frac{\alpha}{1 - \nu} \cdot \frac{\delta^2}{\pi (1 - \nu^2)}$, where $F$ is the force, $E$ is the Young’s Modulus, $\alpha$ is the half-opening angle of the conical indenter (53°; based on the geometrical characteristics of the tip and scanning electron microscopy observations), $\delta$ is the indentation, and $\nu$ is the Poisson radius, which is assumed to be 0.5 for soft biological samples. Using this approach, our research group showed that the values of $E$ for the UDVs were approximately three fold lower than those of conventional liposomes made of soybean phosphatidylcholine (430±137 kPa vs 1,119±242 kPa) (Higa et al, unpublished data, 2014).

Physicochemical and colloidal stability are also relevant structural parameters of a vesicle population. It is well known that an EA destabilizes and increases the permeability of lipid bilayers. The presence of EAs in vesicles leads to a leakage of the aqueous content of UDVs over time.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, the lack of long-term stability of UDVs is one major drawback.

**Mechanism of action**

Two potential mechanisms are currently proposed for the penetration of drugs that are carried by UDVs: 1) a carrier-mediated mechanism, in which the UDV carries drug molecules into the skin; and 2) a mechanism whereby UDVs act as penetration enhancers; according to this mechanism, vesicles enter the SC and subsequently modify the intercellular lipid
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In the first mechanism, the driving force for UDVs penetration into the skin is the so-called “xerophobia”, the tendency of phospholipids to avoid dry surroundings.22,23 To stay fully swollen, UDVs move toward the more hydrated layers of skin (epidermis and dermis), driven by the hydration gradient across the layers (from approximately 10% to 30% at the air-exposed skin surface to 75% in the viable epidermis). Conventional liposomes dehydrate and fuse in the dry surface of the SC and only accumulate in the upper layers of the SC, not beyond the first micron depth. In contrast, UDVs applied under nonocclusive conditions (because occlusion eliminates their high deformability) penetrate the intact skin because of the hydration gradient) penetrate the intact skin because of the hydration gradient.

**Figure 2.** Different cell strata of the epidermis and dermal structures.

**Notes:** From bottom to top, the strata are as follows. SB (stratum basale): A basal layer containing stem cells (undifferentiated cells that give rise to keratinocytes), keratinocytes (cells that synthesize keratin), and melanocytes (cells that synthesize the pigment melanin that shields DNA from ultraviolet radiation). (A) The different types of intercellular junctions connecting the cells of epidermis. At this level, the cells are bridged by desmosomes (mechanical junctions, involved primarily in cell cohesion; the intracellular ends of desmosomal cadherins form desmosomal plaques, to which keratin filaments bind). The SB is attached to the basal membrane by hemidesmosomes. In the SB, the desmosomes are infrequent and small. SS (stratum spinosum): Several cell layers deep, made of keratinocytes (which become somewhat flattened and “spiny-shaped”) and Langerhans (dendritic) cells. The size and number of desmosomes rise significantly. Adherens junctions (intercellular network that coordinates the behavior of a population of cells, coupling intercellular adhesion to the actin cytoskeleton) are present. SG (stratum granulosum): Three to five cell layers deep, made of keratinocytes that accumulate vesicles (granules) filled with the protein keratin and glycolipids, which are exocytosed. The exocytosed keratin wraps around the cell membrane of the keratinocyte, creating a thick coat that provides protection from abrasion and puncture; the exocytosed glycolipids fill the extracellular spaces between the keratinocytes and provides a waterproofing property to skin. The SG forms a barrier between the surface cells and the deeper layers of the epidermis and cuts off nutrient supply to the cells of upper layers. Only at this level, the tight junctions (occluding junctions occurring in simple epithelial and endothelial cells, separating the apical membrane domain from the basolateral part) are found. A reduced number of desmosomes (which are dynamically subjected to degradation by hydrolases), as compared with SS, and adherens junctions are also found. SC (stratum corneum): The SC is a transparent 10–15 µm thick outermost protective dead layer of the skin. It consists of multiple cornified cell layers, the corneocytes (flat dead cells filled with keratin filaments, water, and the natural moisturizing factors), embedded in SC lipids (ceramides, cholesterol, and saturated long-chain fatty acids, approximately at equimolar ratios. Low levels of other lipid classes are also present, such as cholesterol sulfate, glucosylceramides, and cholesterol esters). The lower SC (SC compactum) contains corneodesmosomes, drastically differing from desmosomes in morphology. The layered structure of the intercellular portion of the junction is lost, whereas the intracellular plaque becomes embedded within the cross-linked cornified envelope. The corneodesmosomes remain functional and their ordinate digestion will eventually permit dissociation of the horny layer and desquamation of superficial corneocytes. The loss of cells from the SC is compensated by the cell growth in the innermost layer of the epidermis, the stratum basale. In this way, the thickness of the epidermis remains approximately constant. (B) A schematic representation of the pathway followed by the UDVs across the canyons of the epidermis; (C and D) A confocal fluorescence microscopy image of the epidermis organization in canyons and cell clusters. Reprinted from Coatsoids Surf B Interfaces, 121. Carrer DC, Higa LH, Delain Tesoriero MV, Morilla MJ, Roncaglia DI, Romero EL. Structural features of ultradeformable archaeosomes for topical delivery of ovalbumin. Pages: 281–289. Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.

**Abbreviations:** BM, basal membrane; ECM, extracellular matrix; UDVs, ultradeformable vesicles.
the blood in the intact form, poorly reproducible results seemed to be achieved.\textsuperscript{23} It was proposed that penetration occurs through hydrophilic intercellular channels of the SC.\textsuperscript{26} Deeper insights on the skin’s structural features brought additional controversies related to the idea of xerophobia-driven locomotion from the surface to the deep skin layers. For instance, it was shown that the water gradient across the skin may not be linear and, even in the fully hydrated state, the water content in the lowest SC layers close to the viable epidermis is much lower than that in the central regions of the SC.\textsuperscript{27} According to this observation, deformable vesicles would be stacked within the SC. Moreover, the gradient dissipation beyond the lowest layers of the SC would not be of help for penetration. In addition, hydrophilic pathways on the intact SC cover only a tiny (<0.001\%) fraction of the normal skin surface and are 10–200 times narrower than the regular size of UDVs (~100 nm). Thus, UDV movement across these channels would be rather difficult, in spite of their high deformability.

On the other hand, intact UDVs and structural changes in the SC following topical application of UDVs have been visualized within the SC’s lipid lamellar regions, but no intact UDVs were detected in the deepest layers of the SC.\textsuperscript{28} Ordinary colocalization analysis of two-color fluorescently labeled liposomes in skin layers, using confocal microscopy, provides substantial information neither about liposome interaction with the skin nor on the persistence of the colloidal structure of liposomes after penetration. Recently, structural tissue features measured at different depths (by multiphoton excitation fluorescence microscopy imaging) combined with stacks of two-dimensional maps of the fluorophore’s diffusion coefficient within the tissue (by Raster image correlation spectroscopy) were used to study the skin penetration of UDVs.\textsuperscript{9} These techniques can determine whether two different fluorescent probes (one in the bilayer and the other in the inner aqueous space) diffuse together. A high cross-correlation between the two signals is expected if the liposomes are intact and the hydrophilic content is retained with the vesicle. Both in UDVs and in conventional liposomes, the absence of cross-correlation for the two labels was shown, indicating that below the skin surface, the labels did not diffuse together. This suggested that penetration of intact vesicles is highly compromised by the skin barrier, and that the structural integrity of the vesicles is lost across the SC. The low water activity existing in the SC region may affect the water entropic component (hydrophobic effect), causing the vesicles to lose their structural integrity and hydrophilic content.

On the other hand, recent experimental evidence challenges the parameter elasticity as the paramount factor affecting the penetration of lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs within UDVs. For instance, no differences were registered in terms of the flux of the lipophilic drug, ketoprofen, loaded in nonionic surfactant elastic vesicles or in rigid nondeformable vesicles across the human skin. Moreover, the flux of ketoprofen loaded in UDVs was the lowest and similar to that of the drug solution.\textsuperscript{29} However, the flux of the hydrophilic dye calcein loaded in UDVs and invasomes across the human skin was not linearly correlated with vesicle elasticity.\textsuperscript{30}

Regarding the second mechanism, several studies support the fact that surfactants present in UDVs and nonionic surfactant vesicles act as penetration enhancers.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, terpenes of invasomes interact with intercellular lipids, perturbing their lamellar packing and resulting in increased drug solubility in the terpene-treated SC and consequent enhancement in skin penetration.

Overall, the current experimental evidence suggests that the two mechanisms may play a role in the enhanced skin penetration of drugs delivered using UDVs. According to the physicochemical properties of the drug, one of the two mechanisms might predominate. Hydrophilic drugs, for instance, would penetrate driven by the second mechanism, while hydrophobic drugs would use the first one. The penetration of hydrophilic drugs is limited by their partitioning in the lipophilic SC. Therefore, the penetration-enhancing effect seems to play a more important role for hydrophilic, than for lipophilic, drugs (as occurring with many penetration enhancers). Hydrophilic drugs, therefore, might not need to be entrapped in vesicles to enable penetration. Instead, the penetration of hydrophobic drugs is limited by their partition between the SC and the epidermis, which is less lipophilic. In this case, optimal skin penetration is achieved with drugs loaded within vesicles.\textsuperscript{31} Closely related to this subject is the mechanism of drug release from vesicles. Entrapment might result in slow transdermal flux and suboptimum permeation. Once released, drugs’ diffusion in skin must occur; thus, the fate of the released drug is dependent on its solubility in the tissue.

The dose per area plays a relevant role in the penetration depth of the carried drug: while a low dose per area favors drug retention in the skin, an increased total applied drug dose and an increased dose per area were shown to promote systemic drug availability.\textsuperscript{32}

Summarizing, factors such as drug’s electric charge and hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance, drug loading, vesicle elasticity, mode of application (occlusive or nonocclusive), and dosage
strongly influence the drug’s disposition and distribution across the skin. However, physicochemical and pharmacokinetic studies are still needed to define the precise effect of these factors and unravel the mode of action of UDVs.

In the following sections, we provide an overview of the latest studies using UDVs for topical/transdermal drug delivery.

Delivery of anti-inflammatory drugs to musculoskeletal–articular targets
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) inhibit the biosynthesis of prostanoids, a family of bioactive lipids (prostaglandins and thromboxane) that play important roles in many cellular responses and pathophysiologic processes. Prostanoids are involved in inflammatory reaction and its resolution, erosion of cartilage and the joint capsule, and mild synovitis.

Osteoarthritis is the most common form of joint disease and the leading cause of pain and physical disability in the elderly. Osteoarthritis is characterized by focal areas of loss of articular cartilage in synovial joints accompanied by subchondral bone changes, osteophyte formation at the joint margins, thickening of the joint capsule, and mild synovitis. Despite topical NSAIDs being used for chronic musculoskeletal pain in adults, the only indication is for chronic pain caused by osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis is the most common form of joint disease and the leading cause of pain and physical disability in the elderly. Osteoarthritis is characterized by focal areas of loss of articular cartilage in synovial joints accompanied by subchondral bone changes, osteophyte formation at the joint margins, thickening of the joint capsule, and mild synovitis.

Most NSAID molecules diffuse across the SC and into deeper skin regions rather well, through the intercellular lipid matrix of the skin, because of their suitable lipid–water partition coefficient and low MW. However, classic topical formulations (cream and gel) have limited local action because of the fast clearance from the skin by the capillary plexus underlying the skin surface, which leaves too little of the drug in the target organs. Moreover, cardiovascular toxicity has emerged as a previously unrecognized, mechanism-based effect of COX-2 inhibitors when used in high doses in chronic treatments.

The first preclinical study assessing the performance of NSAIDs in Transfersomes was published in 2001 by Cevc and Blume. Transfersomes enable modification of the route of administration, reduction of the therapeutic dose, and achievement of regioselective delivery to deep subcutaneous tissue of the poorly hydrosoluble NSAIDs diclofenac and ketoprofen (Transfenac® and Diractin®, respectively, from IDEA AG, Muenchen, Germany). Transfenac® showed longer effect and reached ten times higher concentrations in the tissues under the skin of mice, rats, and pigs, as compared with diclofenac in a commercial hydrogel. The authors suggested that the drug within the UDVs is cleared less efficiently by the dermal capillary plexus than the free drug. Such an effect was ascribed to the size of the UDVs (∼100 nm), considered too bulky to penetrate through the nonfenestrated capillary of the skin. It was observed, on the other hand, that the AUC for Diractin® gel in the peripheral deep muscle exceeds the AUC for a conventional gel by ∼35 fold. Two Phase III clinical studies showed that Diractin® was superior to oral placebo for the treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee and was comparable with an oral NSAID.

Topical delivery of the poorly hydrosoluble NSAIDs piroxicam, lornoxicam, and diclofenac, as well as the hydrophilic drug ketorolac, using UDVs is less advanced; the results were published between 2011 and 2014. Studies shown in Table 1 include formulation optimization, ex vivo permeation, and only one report of anti-inflammatory activity.

Piroxicam is a nonselective inhibitor of COX with analgesic and anti-inflammatory activity, associated with a number of GI disorders. Piroxicam is used for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis, and it is also used as a potent analgesic. The anti-inflammatory activity of piroxicam in UDVs formulated in a carbopol gel (0.75%, w/w) was tested on a carrageenan-induced paw edema model. The piroxicam–UDV gel formulation increased drug permeation by three fold and showed better anti-inflammatory activity, as compared with the free drug in the gel. The piroxicam–UDV gel, however, was topically applied 1 hour before paw edema was induced, making the extrapolation of its activity on a preestablished inflammation difficult. Moreover, the blood levels of the drug were not quantified. On the other hand, the carrageenan-induced inflammation in the rat paw represents a classic model of edema formation and hyperalgesia following subcutaneous injection, arising from proinflammatory agents generated in situ or by infiltrating neutrophils that generate proinflammatory cytokines. This model however,
UDVs showed long lag time (10 hours), only UDVs showed highest cumulative drug permeation (94.9%), skin retention of drug was in the following order: UDVs in gel (16.9%) followed by CLs (15.2%), and ointment displayed same cumulative permeation (52% for UDVs after 24 hours, with a flux of 14.48 µg/cm²/h vs 7.43 µg/cm²/h for the free drug in porcine ear skin ex vivo. UDVs and the free drug produced 74% and 60% inhibition of edema, respectively, after 24 hours, in carrageenan-induced paw edema model. Oral valsartan controlled the hypertension at 3 hours, then decreased blood pressure, with the maximum effect observed at 6 hours, and controlled the blood pressure for up to 48 hours. UDVs showed highest cumulative drug permeation (94.9%), skin deposition (8.1%), and transdermal flux (23.7 µg/cm²/h) on rat skin ex vivo. The maximal permeation from UDVs in gel reduced ear swelling to the minimum, as compared with CLs and ointment. Concentration of drug increased immediately after UDVs application and reached Cₘₐₓ at 3 hours on mice skin in vivo. Treatment (once every alternate day for 21 days on ear 1 hour before and 12 hours after application of DNFβ) produced 25.5% and 34.8% inhibition of ear thickness for UDVs and CLs, respectively, as compared with positive controls. Drug was not detected in the fluid collected. On rat skin in vivo, UDVs, CLs, and ointment displayed same cumulative permeation of diclofenac and curcumin (73.7% for UDVs, 69.2% for CLs, and 67.5% for ointment). Drug was not detected in plasma. Treatment (twice per day every 3 days × 21 days on ear 1 hour before and 12 hours after application of DNFβ) produced 25.5% and 34.8% inhibition of ear thickness for UDVs and CLs, respectively, with a penetration distance of 6–33 µm on healthy human volunteers.

### Table I: Anti-inflammatory, antihypertensive, and anti-infective drugs incorporated in UDVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of drug and properties</th>
<th>Vesicle composition</th>
<th>Vesicle properties</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-inflammatory drugs against osteoarthritis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piroxicam³⁴: lipophilic, 331.3 Da</td>
<td>SPC:NaDchol, 40 mg: 2% w/v</td>
<td>150 nm; –22.7 mV</td>
<td>Cumulative permeation was 52% for UDVs after 24 hours, with a flux of 14.48 µg/cm²/h vs 7.43 µg/cm²/h for the free drug in porcine ear skin ex vivo. UDVs and the free drug produced 74% and 60% inhibition of edema, respectively, after 24 hours, in carrageenan-induced paw edema model. Concentration of drug increased immediately after UDVs application and reached Cₘₐₓ at 3 hours on mice skin in vivo. Treatment (twice per day every 3 days × 21 days on ear 1 hour before and 12 hours after application of DNFβ) produced 25.5% and 34.8% inhibition of ear thickness for UDVs and CLs, respectively, as compared with positive controls. Drug was not detected in plasma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lornoxicam³⁵: lipophilic, 371.8 Da</td>
<td>SPC:chol:T80, 100:7.74:2.5 w/w/w</td>
<td>150 nm; 16 mV</td>
<td>Ex vivo permeation on dorsal skin of rabbit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diclofenac and curcumin⁴⁴: lipophilic, 369.3 Da</td>
<td>SPC: NaChol, 3:1 molar ratio, diclofenac and curcumin were added to organic solvents</td>
<td>67 nm</td>
<td>Cumulative amount of diclofenac and curcumin in UDVs was 37.94 µg/cm² and 73.78 µg/cm², respectively, with corresponding fluxes of 1.58 µg/cm²-h and 30.74 µg/cm²-h, respectively, on rat skin ex vivo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketorolac tromethamine⁴⁵: hydrophilic, 255.3 Da</td>
<td>SPC:T80, 86:14 w/w, 7% v/v ethanol solution of drug</td>
<td>128 nm, –12 mV, 18.6 µg drug/mg SPC</td>
<td>Total amount of ketorolac permeated was 7–26 µg with a penetration distance of 6–33 µm on healthy human volunteers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-inflammatory drugs against atopic dermatitis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacrolimus⁵⁰: lipophilic, 822.9 Da</td>
<td>SPC:T80, 60:18 w/w</td>
<td>123 nm</td>
<td>Cumulative amount of drug was 6.66 mg/cm² and 4.22 mg/cm² for UDVs and CLs, respectively, on rat skin layers ex vivo. Drug was not detected in plasma. Treatment (twice per day every 3 days × 21 days on ear 1 hour before and 12 hours after application of DNFβ) produced 25.5% and 34.8% inhibition of ear thickness for UDVs and CLs, respectively, as compared with positive controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycyrrhetic acid⁵¹: lipophilic, 470.6 Da</td>
<td>SPC:NaDchol, 3.5:0.62 w/w, 10% v/v ethanol</td>
<td>87 nm; –42.5 mV</td>
<td>Cumulative amount of drug was 6.94 µg/cm² and 1.30 µg/cm² for UDVs and CLs, respectively, on abdominal rat skin ex vivo. Concentration of drug increased immediately after UDVs application and reached Cₘₐₓ at 3 hours on mice skin in vivo. Drug was not detected in plasma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetirizine⁵²: lipophilic, 388.8 Da</td>
<td>SPC:SA:Span 80, 150:15:16.6 w/w/w</td>
<td>140 nm; 12.73 mV</td>
<td>Skin retention of drug was in the following order: UDVs in gel (7.6%) &gt; liposomal gel (7.6%) &gt; cream (3.7%) on skin of mice ex vivo. Treatment (once every alternate day for 2 weeks after an hour of oxazolone administration) with UDVs in gel significantly decreased itching score and erythema, as compared with cream-treated mice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antihypertensive drug</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valsartan⁵³: lipophilic, 435.5 Da</td>
<td>SPC:NaDchol, 85:15 w/w</td>
<td>130 nm</td>
<td>UDVs showed maximum flux over CLs (626.6 µg/cm²/h vs 18.5 µg/cm²/h) on abdominal skin of Wistar rats ex vivo. Oral valsartan controlled the hypertension at 3 hours, then blood pressure rose gradually up to 48 hours. UDVs gradually decreased blood pressure, with the maximum effect observed at 6 hours, and controlled the blood pressure for up to 48 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felodipine⁵⁴: lipophilic, 384.2 Da</td>
<td>EggPC:Span 80, 95:5 w/w</td>
<td>76 nm; –49.8 mV</td>
<td>UDVs showed highest cumulative drug permeation (94.9%), skin deposition (8.1%), and transdermal flux (23.7 µg/cm²/h) on rat skin ex vivo. The maximal permeation from UDVs in gel was 2.6 times higher as compared with free drug gel at 24 hours. Tₘₐₓ for topical UDVs was 6 hours and Cₘₐₓ was 8.05 ng/ml. Tₘₐₓ for oral drug was 4.85 hours and Cₘₐₓ was 2.31 ng/ml in rats. AUCₘₐₓ was 162.26 and 45.27 ng-h/mL for UDVs in gel and oral formulation, respectively.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of drug and properties</th>
<th>Vesicle composition</th>
<th>Vesicle properties</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-leishmanial drugs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paromomycin&lt;sup&gt;25&lt;/sup&gt;; hydrophilic, 713.7 Da</td>
<td>SPC:NaChol: ethanol, 20:2.5 w/w</td>
<td>EE: 60% 200 nm -14 mV</td>
<td>UDV showed higher percentage of drug retention in the skin, as compared with the cream on mice skin ex vivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn phthalocyanine&lt;sup&gt;39&lt;/sup&gt;; hydrophobic, 1,052 Da</td>
<td>SPC:NaChol: 6.1 w/w</td>
<td>EE: 85% 100 nm, -36.7 mV</td>
<td>UDV showed 100% antipromastigote and 80% antiamastigote activity against Leishmania braziliensis after 15-minute sunlight irradiation (15 J/cm²). Free phthalocyanine showed 20% of antipromastigote and antiamastigote activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-infective drugs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neomycin sulfate&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;; hydrophilic, 908.8 Da</td>
<td>SPC:T80 or Span 80, 90:10 w/w, lipid films were hydrated with phosphate buffer saline pH 7.4 containing 1% w/v neomycin sulfate</td>
<td>EE: 34.6% 145 nm</td>
<td>Enhanced deposition of drug in rat skin ex vivo after 24 hours Complete eradication of staphylococcal infections in rats within 7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clotrimazole&lt;sup&gt;32&lt;/sup&gt;; lipophilic, 344.8 Da</td>
<td>SPC:Span 80, 7% v/v ethanol solution of drug</td>
<td>EE: 73.5% 1–10 µm</td>
<td>High antifungal activity against Candida albicans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metronidazole&lt;sup&gt;33&lt;/sup&gt;; hydrophilic, 171.1 Da</td>
<td>EggPC:NaDchol, 170:30 w/w, 7% v/v ethanol solution of drug</td>
<td>EE: 40% 400 nm</td>
<td>UDV, CLs, and free drug decrease 50% TEER of Caco-2 cell monolayer in the first 150 minutes, and these did not recover at 24 hours 94%, 47%, and 61% of free drug, in CLs, and in UDV permeates at 3 hours, respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; chol, cholesterol; C<sub>max</sub>, maximum (or peak) serum concentration; CL, conventional liposomes; DNFB, 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene; EggPC, phosphatidylcholine from egg yolk; EE, encapsulation efficiency; NaChol, sodium cholate; NaDchol, sodium deoxycholate; SC, stratum corneum; SPC, soybean phosphatidylcholine; SA, stearylamine; TeeR, transepithelial electrical resistance; T<sub>max</sub>, the time at which C<sub>max</sub> is observed; T80, Tween 80; UDV, ultradeformable vesicle.

is far from reproducing the anatomopathological context of osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis, mainly because of the absence of a capsular barrier.

Lornoxicam is also a potent inhibitor of COX with analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and antipyretic activities, used for the treatment of osteoarthritis and other inflammations. A Box–Behnken model was used to optimize a formulation of lornoxicam in UDVs.<sup>43</sup> Results only showed that UDVs enhanced lornoxicam permeation through rabbit skin in relation to conventional liposomes.

Diclofenac diethylamine is widely used in arthritis for the symptomatic relief of pain and inflammation. Diclofenac diethylamine is used at low oral doses (25–50 mg), shows poor bioavailability (40%–60%), and has a short biological half-life (2–3 hours). On the other hand, curcumin, a hydrophobic polyphenol, is a herbal anti-inflammatory agent. Curcumin is orally administered (3.6–12 g/day) and shows poor oral bioavailability, short biological half-life (1.7 hours), and extensive first-pass metabolism. A formulation of diclofenac and curcumin in UDVs was recently developed.<sup>44</sup> UDVs were reported to deliver nearly 1.4-fold higher amounts of diclofenac and curcumin across the rat skin, as compared with free drugs. Unfortunately, no data on in vivo activity was included. KETOROLAC tromethamine is a nonselective COX inhibitor used as an analgesic in the management of moderate-to-severe pain, including postoperative pain and visceral pain associated with cancer. Ketorolac shows good oral bioavailability (90%) with little first-pass hepatic metabolism. Its major drawback is its short biological half-life (4–6 hours), thereby necessitating repeated administrations to achieve a therapeutic effect. Frequent intake of ketorolac leads to severe GI side effects. A formulation of ketorolac in UDVs was recently developed, and the ex vivo permeation on pig’s skin and in vivo transdermal delivery in humans were tested.<sup>45</sup> The ex vivo permeation of ketorolac in UDVs was very low. In vivo, a good correlation between the total amount of permeated drug and the penetration distance versus individual transdermal water loss was found. These results suggested that the penetration mechanism of UDVs followed the transcutaneous hydration gradient. Although the conditions of the ex vivo and in vivo tests made comparison difficult, in vivo flux was six fold greater than that through excised pig skin. These differences were ascribed to the ex vivo experimental conditions, wherein a long incubation led to dehydration and film formation of the UDV. This hindered UDV penetration and further drug release. Additionally, it was shown than the size of the vesicles remained unchanged upon storage at 4°C.
for 1 year, and the registered inner content decreased 52% within 11 weeks. The most important feature of this work was the use of human volunteers for penetration studies. The in vivo anti-inflammatory activity, as well as the effect and biodistribution after repeated doses over a period of 8–12 weeks (to resemble topical treatments of chronic pain conditions), nonetheless, remain to be tested.

The delivery of NSAIDs to the skeletal muscle requires local drug retention and blood avoidance. Taken together, the above data showed an in vitro high drug penetration, when formulated in UDVs. The drug concentrations in the muscle and blood, however, were not determined. Osteoarthritis, on the other hand, is a pathology wherein conventional formulations would act by reducing the symptoms arising from peri-articular structures, partly locally and partly by intracapsular access of drug delivered to blood. The superiority of UDVs for drug delivery against this disease remains to be shown.

**Delivery of anti-inflammatory drugs to target layers of the skin against atopic dermatitis**

Atopic dermatitis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease associated with cutaneous hyperreactivity to environmental triggers that are innocuous to normal nonatopic individuals. Atopic dermatitis is a delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction mediated by hapten-specific T cells. Characteristic features include barrier dysfunction, secretion of immunoglobulin E (IgE), epithelial cell hyperplasia, fibrosis, infiltration of inflammatory cells into the dermis and epidermis, and secretion of TH2 cytokines. The major clinical symptoms of atopic dermatitis are pruritic and chronic eczematous skin lesions that are distinguished by infiltration of inflammatory cells. Anti-inflammatory treatment based on topical glucocorticoids and topical calcineurin antagonists (tacrolimus and pimecrolimus) is used for the management of exacerbation and, more recently, for proactive therapy in selected cases. However, the prolonged use of glucocorticoids at high doses causes a variety of systemic and local adverse effects, such as atrophy and telangiectasia, at the skin level. If systemic anti-inflammatory treatment is an option for severe refractory cases, the microbial colonization and superinfection may induce disease exacerbation. In these cases, additional antimicrobial/antiseptic treatment is justified. Systemic antihistamines (H1) can relieve pruritus but do not have sufficient effect on eczema.

Between 1997 and 2004, Cevc and Blume performed a series of studies on mice to assess the performance of topical glucocorticoids in UDVs. It was determined that at low dose per area, the skin toxicity was reduced and sub-SC deposits of corticoids were formed in the epidermis, minimizing the systemic spillover. Hydrophilic drugs such as hydrocortisone could leave the UDVs and diffuse into the surrounding hydrophilic environment, whereas liposoluble triamcinolone acetonide remained associated with UDV bilayers, favoring the formation of an epidermal deposit. Similar results were achieved in humans by triamcinolone acetonide in UDVs. By the accumulation of sub-SC deposits, UDVs proved to increase the performance of low-biological-potency drugs, such as the low-potency hydrocortisone and dexamethasone.

Between 2012 and 2013, tacrolimus, glycyrrhetinic acid, and cetirizine were loaded in UDVs and their activities were tested on chronic allergic contact dermatitis murine models (Table 1). Tacrolimus is an immunosuppressant macrolide that restrains activation of T-cells and controls the release of proinflammatory cytokines. Tacrolimus blocks cytokine generation and release by basophils, eosinophils, and mast cells, decreasing the number of inflammatory dendritic epidermal cells in the injured layers in atopic dermatitis. A formulation of tacrolimus in UDVs was recently developed and its activity tested on a 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB)-induced dermatitis model, using commercial tacrolimus ointment (Protopic) as positive control. Tacrolimus in UDVs prepared with Tween 80 as the EA showed the highest deformability and tacrolimus accumulation in rat skin layers in vitro. UDVs formulated in a 1% w/w carbopol gel showed the highest penetration of tacrolimus in rat epidermis and dermis as compared with Protopic and conventional liposomal gel. In this case, the UDV gel displayed the best therapeutic effects, by depressing ear swelling to the minimum, faster than conventional liposomal gel and Protopic.

Glycyrrhetinic acid, one of the main constituents of the *Glycyrrhiza glabra* root, is a natural product with anti-inflammatory, antiallergic, and interferon-inducing actions but poor bioavailability. The activity of glycyrrhetinic acid in UDVs was tested on a DNFB-induced dermatitis model using triamcinolone acetonide and econazole nitrate commercial cream as positive control. UDVs were able to reduce the erythema rapidly (suppressing not only the increased ear thickness but also epidermal hyperplasia). The suppressive activity was comparable to that of positive control. Conventional topical triamcinolone acetonide, however, causes intense skin atrophy, a serious side effect that limits its use for chronic skin diseases.

Cetirizine is the active carboxylic acid metabolite of hydroxyzine, a second-generation antihistamine with anti-inflammatory properties and high specific affinity for histamine H1 receptors. Cetirizine is effective in the treatment
of skin inflammatory conditions. It reduces histamine, bradykinin, and allergen-induced wheal and flare reactions; decreases monocyte and T lymphocyte chemotaxis, and eosinophil responses. It also decreases intercellular adhesion molecule-1 expression on epithelial cells. However, the oral administration of cetirizine is commonly related to different side effects, including sedation, ocular dryness, tiredness, and dry mouth. A topical formulation is expected to effectively counteract the locally released histamine and other inflammatory mediators. However, no topical formulation of cetirizine is available in the market. Recently, the activity of cetirizine in UDVs was tested on an oxazolone-induced dermatitis model.\textsuperscript{32} UDVs prepared with Span 80 as the EA showed the highest cetirizine entrapment efficiency. UDVs formulated in a 1\% w/w carbopol gel showed the best therapeutic effects (reduced the number of eosinophils in dermal tissue, as well as the itching and the erythema scores, in mice), as compared with a conventional cream formulation of cetirizine.

These three lipophilic drugs have to act locally, neither entering the blood nor accessing the underlying skeletal muscle. Taken together, the above data showed a higher skin penetration of the drug and the local in vivo efficacy of drugs in UDVs, as compared with commercial creams. However, none of these experimental approaches quantified the drug in blood and muscle after repeated applications. Further studies are needed to assess the realistic therapeutic usefulness of UDVs in humans.

**Delivery of antihypertensive drugs to the target blood circulation**

Hypertension is a chronic disease, with a high chance of causing death, which requires oral long-term treatment with antihypertensive drugs. A transdermal delivery patch of the antihypertensive drug, clonidine, has already been marketed. However, only antihypertensive drugs capable of permeating the skin can be delivered by the transdermal route.

Two lipophilic low-MW drugs, valsartan and felodipine, were recently loaded in UDVs and the activity and pharmacokinetics of these formulations were determined (Table 1).

Valsartan is an antihypertensive drug of low oral bioavailability (25\%) and a mean biological half-life of 7.5 hours. A formulation of valsartan in UDVs was recently developed using a four-factor, three-level Box–Behnken design, and its activity was tested on a rat model of hypertension, induced by methyl prednisolone acetate.\textsuperscript{33} Oral valsartan controlled the hypertension within 2 hours, with the maximum antihypertensive effect observed at 3 hours, but after 3 hours, the blood pressure started rising gradually. Valsartan in UDVs formulated in a carbopol gel showed better antihypertensive activity in comparison with placebo and conventional liposomes. Valsartan in UDVs was released gradually, which resulted in prolonged control of hypertension, with a maximum effect observed at 6 hours and lasting up to 48 hours. As previously reported for the lipophilic corticosteroid triamcinolone acetonide,\textsuperscript{32} an epidermal depot was probably formed, from where the valsartan was released to the blood. Because the heart rate and blood pressure follow a circadian rhythm that increases in the early morning hours and declines in the night, the main challenge of antihypertensive treatments is tuning the drug release to follow such rhythms. In the aforementioned model, the slow release from the depot was sufficient to reduce the hypertension for a period longer than that achieved by the oral route; however, the effect was achieved two fold slower.

Felodipine is a calcium channel antagonist commonly used to treat hypertension and angina pectoris. Felodipine shows extensive hepatic first-pass metabolism, low bioavailability (15\%–20\%), and dose-dependent adverse effect. The pharmacokinetics of felodipine in UDVs was compared with an oral dosage form in Wistar rats.\textsuperscript{34} In vitro permeation of UDVs (prepared with soybean phosphatidylcholine and Span 80) across the rat skin was enhanced in comparison with free drug gel. Topical administration, in contrast to oral delivery, provided relatively constant, sustained blood concentration with minimal plasma fluctuation with rapid and prolonged peak time. The relative bioavailability of felodipine in UDVs was found to be 358\% versus that after oral administration. Stability studies showed that 93\% of the drug was retained after 90 days at 4°C, with an increase from 75 nm to 155 nm in mean size; the impact of this, however, may not be relevant for a topical application. Experimental data are not sufficient to state whether UDVs may improve the antihypertensive effects.

**Delivery of anti-leishmanial drugs to macrophages of the skin**

Leishmaniasis is a neglected zoonosis caused by the intracellular protozoa of the *Leishmania* genus, transmitted by the bite of a sandfly vector. Its multiple clinical manifestations include the lethal visceral form, the mostly benign cutaneous form and the more severe and chronic mucocutaneous leishmaniasis.

Once injected into the skin by the bite of sandfly, *Leishmania* promastigotes invade local phagocytic host cells, wherein the promastigotes transform into amastigotes, which survive in the harsh environment of phagolysosomes. After a brief period during which amastigotes multiply, promastigotes are released in a cell burst, and skin macrophages and dendritic...
cells including Langerhans cells are colonized, together with lymph nodes and mucosa cells. The intracellular location of amastigotes within phagolysosomes is the main structural and phenomenological barrier that leishmanicidal drugs have to overcome. The recommended treatment for cutaneous and mucocutaneous leishmaniasis is the parenteral administration of pentavalent antimonial compounds (sodium stibogluconate or N-methylglucamine, daily dose of 20 mg/kg up to 850 mg/kg for 3 weeks).55 This extensive treatment is sufficient to heal the symptoms of up to 77% cases but causes significant adverse events.56 This drawback, together with the growing resistance to pentavalent antimonials, underscores the need for new therapeutic strategies against cutaneous and mucocutaneous leishmaniasis.

Paromomycin is used in clinical trials for both cutaneous and visceral leishmaniasis since the 1960s. However, its high water solubility and oligosaccharide nature makes its penetration through the SC difficult. Topical application of paromomycin in UDVs was reported to cause a significant reduction in lesion sizes and lowered the parasite burden in spleen in L. major-infected mice, as compared with paromomycin cream.57 In a similar approach, the in vitro drug permeation across stripped skin of paromomycin in large UDVs (300–500 nm) was enhanced and the in vivo activity in L. major-infected mice was improved, as compared with free drug.58

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an attractive therapeutic alternative that could be used to switch from parenteral to topical administration of leishmanicidal agents. PDT consists of photosensitizers that are excited by light to produce reactive oxygen species, in the presence of oxygen. Because of the accessibility of skin to irradiation from laser or incoherent light sources, PDT has been used with variable outcomes, in experimental and clinical settings against cutaneous leishmaniasis. To increase the delivery of photosensitizer molecules to infected macrophages, recently, the photosensitizer Zn phthalocyanine (ZnPc) was loaded within UDVs.59 It was shown that the antimastigote activity against intracellular L. braziliensis of ZnPc was significantly increased for ZnPc in UDVs. This was ascribed to the increased penetration into the skin and increased uptake of UDVs by infected cells. Later, the antimastigote activity of an improved UDV formulation containing total polar lipids extracted from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Other drugs incorporated in UDVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of drug and properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anesthetic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butamfen56: lipophilic, 193.2 Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UV protection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercetin55: poorly water soluble, 302.2 Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acne</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tretinoin58: lipophilic, 300.4 Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Osteoporosis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raloxifene59: poorly water soluble, 510.5 Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** chol, cholesterol; CL, conventional liposomes; EggPC, phosphatidylcholine from egg yolk; EE, encapsulation efficiency; NaChol, sodium cholate; NaDchol, sodium desoxycholate; SC, stratum corneum; SPC, soybean phosphatidylcholine; T80, Tween 80; UDv, ultraformable vesicle; UVB, ultraviolet radiation B.
hyperhalophile archaea *Halorubrum tebenquichense* was tested. The new formulation was more extensively taken up by macrophages than UDVs lacking archaeolipids, and it was observed to eliminate intracellular *L. braziliensis* amastigotes, without reducing the viability of host cells, keratinocytes, and bone marrow–derived dendritic cells, when irradiated at 0.2 J/cm².

**Delivery of anti-infective drugs to superficial microbial infections of the skin**

Infections affecting the mucosal surfaces, such as the GI tract, the respiratory and vaginal tracts, and the ocular surface, are ordinarily treated with anti-infective drugs of short residence time at the site of application and poor bioavailability. This leads to incomplete elimination of organisms, recurrence, and tolerance. A minimal penetration depth, together with a prolonged local action (considering, for instance, crossing or attaching to the vaginal mucus layer), avoiding blood delivery is required for topical formulations. Recently, neomycin sulfate, clofazimazole, and metronidazole in UDVs were used to improve the treatment of dermal *Staphylococcus aureus* infection and vaginal superficial fungal infections (Table 1). Despite a higher drug penetration of clofazimazole or metronidazole in UDVs being shown in vitro, these studies provide no conclusive evidence on the suitability of UDVs for vaginal application.

**Delivery of other drugs**

In vitro skin permeation of the local anesthetic butamben, the antioxidant quercetin, the anti-acne agent tretinoin, and the antiosteoporosis raloxifene hydrochloride in UDVs has recently been reported (Table 2). A higher drug penetration of butamben and raloxifene in UDVs than in conventional liposomes was shown in vitro. Besides, quercetin in UDVs protected mice skin from photodamage caused by ultraviolet radiation B, while absence of in vivo skin irritation was shown for tretinoin in UDVs.

**Conclusion**

In this review, we have discussed the performance of a wide range of drugs (mainly lipophilic and low-MW drugs) loaded in UDVs with the intention of enhancing their penetration across the SC and to target diseases at different skin depths. A close analysis of the experimental settings suggests the need for a rational framework to improve the performance of UDVs. Clearly, different sites of the skin such as epidermis/dermis, subcutaneous muscle, or blood circulation could not be successfully targeted using the same formulation. The current experimental evidence suggests that UDV formulations and in vivo dosages should be tailored to accomplish each therapeutic goal. A major difference between parenteral and topical drug delivery is that pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of drugs in UDVs are linked to the chemical structure of the drug. For instance, transdermal drug delivery to access the blood by avoiding the oral route could be achieved with hydrophilic instead of hydrophobic drugs because the former ones are released from UDVs and could diffuse in the intercellular environment of the viable epidermis toward the dermis. Instead, hydrophobic drugs remain associated with the UDV lipid matrix and their chances to leak out toward deeper layers are lower. Subcutaneous muscle, on the other hand, could be targeted by UDVs slowly releasing hydrophobic drugs. Above all, a single structural feature – the high elasticity – is insufficient as predictor of therapeutic activity of drugs having serious systemic side effects) have to complement the in vitro or in vivo penetration assessment, which alone, is insufficient as predictor of therapeutic activity. Exhaustive studies of in vivo drug biodistribution as a function of UDV structure are lacking.
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